GLASS CLEANERS

A. 3M™ Cleaner and Protector with Scotchgard™

A

Hardworking glass cleaner and protector not only cleans, but also makes glass
easier to clean over time. Thorough cleaner works like a heavy-duty glass
cleaner without the use of high levels of solvent or ammonia. Cleans and
protects glass and other silica-based surfaces, like uncoated granite, ceramic
and porcelain. Repeated usage creates a layer of Scotchgard™ protection that
makes it more effective than leading glass cleaners at removing fingerprints,
lipstick—even permanent marker. Glass cleaner and protector is fast-drying and
streak-free. Excellent for a variety of surfaces—cleans but may not protect other
surfaces, such as stainless steel, chrome, aluminum, plastic, acrylic glass and
more. Ready to use. Apple scent. 32-oz. spray bottle.
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MCO 85788 NEW
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B. Glass Plus®
Light-duty, nonammoniated cleaner cuts through dirt, grease and grime on
windows, mirrors, appliances and more.
No.
Size
Qty./Case
Case
DVO 94378
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
12
DVO 94379
Gallon Refill
4

C. AJAX® Expert™ Glass and Multi-Surface Cleaner
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Powerful ready-to-use formula requires no mixing. Dual solvent system cuts
through film and grease fast. Contains ammonia for extra cleaning power. Dries
quickly without streaking or filming. For use on glass, countertops, mirrors and
other hard washable surfaces.
No.
Size
Qty./Case
Case
CPC 74199
32-oz.
12
CPC 04174
1-gal.
4

D. Heavy Duty Glass Cleaner
G

H

BWK 341-A

E. Glass Cleaner with Ammonia

G. Green Works® Naturally Derived
Glass & Surface Cleaner
Cuts through dirt and filmy residue with streak-free results. Made from 98%
naturally derived ingredients, the formula can be used on a wide variety of
surfaces. From Clorox Commercial Solutions®, this glass and surface spray
cleaner is ideal for use in offices, day care centers, restaurants, schools and
other commercial facilities. Made from plant and mineral-based ingredients
and contains no ammonia, the product is recognized by the EPA's Design for the
Environment (DfE) program. Spray every drop with Smart Tube® technology that
reaches to the very bottom of the bottle. 32-oz. trigger spray bottle. 12 bottles
per case.
CLO 00459CT

Case

H. Natural Glass & Surface Cleaner Concentrate
Putting a sparkle on your windows, mirrors and other surfaces just got a little
easier. Convenient concentrated refill makes it easy to clean naturally by reusing
any spray bottle already under the sink. Add concentrate to water and the
powerful, plant-based formula cleans to a brilliant, streak-free shine. Non-toxic,
VOC-free formula does not produce harsh fumes. Free & Clear/unscented. USDA
Certified Biobased. 3-oz. bottle makes 32-fl. oz. of cleaner. 12 bottles per case.
SEV 22849 NEW

50

Case

Loosen dirt on contact with a hardworking glass cleaner with ammonia. Nonstreaking formula. Effectively cleans most hard, nonporous materials, including
stainless steel, glass, ceramic and plastic. Leaves surfaces sparkling clean.
No.
Size
Qty./Case
Case
BWK 341-12A NEW
32-oz. Spray Bottle
12
BWK 341-4A NEW
Gallon Bottle
4

F. Formula 409® Glass & Surface Cleaner
Powerfully cuts through the grime found on many surfaces such as glass, mirrors
and stainless steel. Formulated for streak-free, crystal-clear surface cleaning.
Formula 409® Glass & Surface Cleaner removes smudges, fingerprints, and
more—fast. From Clorox Commercial Solutions®, this spray cleaner is perfect
for use in commercial kitchens, offices and schools. Spray every drop with Smart
Tube® technology that reaches to the very bottom of the bottle.
No.
Size
Qty./Case
Case
CLO 35293
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
9
CLO 03107
Gallon Refill
4

Case

Can't fnd what you need? Call & let us help. See p. 2 symbol legend.

15-LG-AN

F

Industrial-strength, high-foaming, nonammoniated. Heavy-bodied clinging foam
contains oil-cutting detergents and degreasers. Easily rids glass of dirt, film,
grime, grease, bugs and smears. Contains no oils, waxes or silicones and leaves
no streaky residue to attract new dirt. 20-oz. can. 12 cans per case.

